
 

 
 

ESPORTS & GAMING EVENTS AT 
TWICKENHAM – FAQS 

 
 

What are the normal hours that we can access the suites?  

Normal tenancy hours are 8am to 6pm unless agreed otherwise. Out of hours an additional 
security cost will apply. We must have a security guard at the entrance point of each room. 

 

Can you offer 24/7 access? 

Absolutely. We understand that access is often required for both team practice, tournament, and 
catering, so this can be easily arranged. 

Should you want access from the stadium to the hotel, then we recommend that you hire the 
Shakespeare Suite which has an interconnecting door and works well as a catering / lounge area. 

RFU Tech will provide tech support between normal working hours. Out of this we recommend 
you arrange your own support, or we can assist with that. 

 

How do we arrange load in?  

Access to the stadium concourse is arranged during the coordination stage. The Rose & Live 
Suites are ground floor access. All other suites will be floor 1 upwards with lifts available. We 
have full measurements of all lifts available for you. 

 

Is there parking? Can we leave vehicles?  

We have onsite complimentary parking. Should it be near an international match or on a busy 
day at the stadium, we will offer you nearby parking within our Rosebine Car Park.  

Vehicles can be left overnight and for a lengthy tenancy. Your coordination will ensure they have 
all registration numbers registered.  

Day visitors to the stadium can also enjoy complimentary parking and will register their vehicle 
on arrival. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Do you have a nearby hotel?  

We have a 156-bedroom Marriott hotel onsite. Should you want an interconnecting door between 
the stadium and the hotel then we recommend you book the Shakespeare Suite. This is ideal 
when requiring overnight access.  

All hotel guests have access to the Virgin Active Gym & Health Club on site, which also benefits 
from a swimming pool. 

At enquiry stage we can assist with obtaining group rates for you. 

 

What about AV support?  

Our onsite preferred partner is Encore Global who can work with us on any AV requirements you 
may have. The production team also have experience in designing Esports sets, as well as 
building and delivering tournaments. 

You are also welcome to bring your own tech and production team and/or AV supplier. 

 

What is your connectivity like?  

Wi-Fi  

New For 2022: We have invested in further technical infrastructure to support the ongoing 
delivery of esports events and broadcasting. With a dedicated 1GB Leased Line with fail over 
backup already inside, based on clients requests we have made it even easier for you as both 
tournament organisers/technical teams and removed the need to run masses of cables between 
suites.  

There is a 12-core single mode fibre now connected between the Live Room, adjoining Rose 
Suite and the Nightingale Suite which is often used as a media and content creation room. 
Allowing you to now broadcast and stream across 3 interconnecting suites.  

We offer stadium wide Wi-Fi in hospitality spaces with speeds between 20MBS/30MBS (upload 
and download). 

 The stadium utilises the 2.4Hnz and 5Ghz open frequency for its’ WLAN/Wi-Fi 
networking. It has implemented a resilient Cisco Airspace wireless system in most areas 
of the stadium. The access points support both 2.4 and 5Ghz 

 Enterprise grade wireless network utilising 802.11a/b/g (up to 54MBPs) now, and up to 
802.11n (160MBPs) 

 Dual 100MBPs diverse route fibre for Wi-Fi connections 

 



 

 

 

 

 Shared distributed antenna system inside the stadium supporting UK mobile operators 
(O2, Vodafone and 3) that provides dedicated GSM 3G, 4G coverage and capacity. 5G is 
also available in some spaces 

 

LAN 

We also have a low latency 1GB leased internet line with Public IP Address if required. There is 
then a 2nd 1GB leased line with a passive 1GB failover. All lines have diverse routes. 

The RFU has the following infrastructure consisting of:  

• Dual fibre backbone  
• Cat6 structured cabling   
• Dual resilient high speed core switches (256GBPs backplane) located in separate 

equipment rooms interconnected via 10GBPs Ethernet  
• 1GB Ethernet LAN connections for clients  
• Multiple distributed satellite equipment rooms housing access layer stackable switches 

(32/64GBPs backplane) with dual connections back to each core switch – diversely 
routed 

• Networks “virtualised” to enhance security, performance, and ease of use  
• Dual 1GB diverse route fibre for internet connections terminating at separate exchanges. 

Active passive connection  
• Security of the ICT networks include full Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliancy, 

ensuring that electronic payments can be accepted  
• Fully cashless PoS in over 550 tills   

 

Can you offer a full CAD drawing of your spaces?  

Yes, subject to a signed NDA and stadium approval, we will send you CAD drawing of the 
required suites. Our website also offers full floor plans and 360 tours of our venue spaces.  

 

Can we hang things from the trusses in the Live Room?  

Absolutely. We have weight loading DWG files for this that will help with your planning.  

 

What about catering?  

We understand the importance of agile menus and flexible menu times. We have experience in 
delivering a variety of menus and catering styles to suit all crew, teams, and talent. Our teams 
will work with you to discuss your requirements and serving times. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Can you offer a bootcamp facility? 

Absolutely. Subject to availability we have access to the onsite Excel Training Facility. Our pitch 
facing boxes can also be used to house teams for their bootcamps. Details can be found on our 
webpage. 


